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On the Spectrum, Complete Trajectories and Asymptotic Stability
of Linear Selui-Dynamical Systems

Vu Quöc PHONG

Institute of Mathematics, P.G. Box 631, 10000 Hanoi, Vietnam (*)

Abstract. Let {T(t)h>o be a Co-semigroup in a Banach space X with generator A.
We prove that if {T(i)h>o is bounded and sun-reflexive, and the sun-dual semigroup is
not asymptotically stable, then there exist bounded complete trajectories under {T(t)}t>o,
provided: (i) there is to > 0 such that ran(T0(to)) is dense in X0, or (ii) u(A) "1. in.
Questions of almost periodicity of complete trajectories are also discussed and a new proof of
our earlier theorem (jointly with Yu.I. Lyubich) on asymptotic stability is given.

1. Introduction.

Let {T(t)}t~O be a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup (Co-semigroup) of

bounded linear operators in a Banach space X, and A be its generator. For each vector

x in X the 3emi-trajectory f+(X) through x is defined by f+(X) = {T(t)x : t 2:: O}.

A continuous function x(t): R ~ X is called a complete trajectory through x if

x(t) = T(t - s)x(s) for each t,s ERsuch that t 2:: s, and x(O) = x. While a

semi-trajectory through any vector x In X always exists, it may happen that there

is no complete trajectory, except the trivial one through O. For instance, the semigroup

{T(t)}t~O in LP(IR+), 1 ~ p < 00, defined by T(t)f(s) = f(s - t) if s 2:: t and

T(t)f(s) = 0 if s < t, doesn't have a non-trivial complete trajectory. Note that a

function x(t) is a complete trajectory under the semigroup {T(t)}t~O if and only if it

is a mild solution of the differential equation dx(t)/dt = Ax(t), -00 < t < 00 (see

e.g. [19]). Thus, from the standpoint of application to the theory of differential equations

and dynamical systems, a natural and important question arised, under which conditions

there exists a non-trivial bounded or almost periodic complete trajectory for a given Co

semigroup {T(t)}t~o? It should be noted that various conditions for almost periodicity of

bounded solutions of differential equations in Banach spaces are available in the literature

(.) Current address: Max-Plank-Institut für Mathematik, Gottfried-Claren-Str. 26, 5300 Bonn 3,FRG



[1], [15] (cf. also [7], [11], [12]). However, to our knowledge, a general eriterion for existenee

of a bounded eomplete trajeetory was not known.

The primary objeet of the present paper is to establish such a general eriterion for

existenee of bounded eomplete trajeetories under Co-semigroups. Our main result asserts

that, if the semigroup {T(t)}t~O is bounded and sun-reflexive, and its sun-dual semigroup

{T0(t)}t~O is not asymptotieally stable, then there exist (non-trivial) bounded eomplete

trajeetories, provided one of the following eonditions holds: i) a(A) ~ iR, ii) ranT0(to)

is dense in X0 for some to > 0 (Corollary 2.4). The proof provides also a eonstruetive

method of obtaining a large family of bounded eomplete trajeetories. An example is

given showing that in this result sun-reflexivity is essential. Then we prove that, if the

interseetion of the approximate point speetrum of A and the imaginary axis is eountable,

then every uniformly eontinuous bounded eomplete trajeetory is almost periodie, provided

the spaee X does not eontain an isomorphie eopy of Co (the Banach spaee of sequenees

eonvergent to 0), or the trajeetory itself is weakly eompaet (Theorem 3.10 ).

As an unexpeeted by-produet we obtain one more new proof of a theorem on asymptotie

stability of Co-semigroups, whieh was established in [23] (see also [18]) and independently

in [2]. The proof in [2] is, however, obseure, involving the transfinite induetion methode A

third different proof of this result, whieh is in the same spirit of [2] but does not require

the transfinite induetion, was subsequently given in [10]. Our new proof is rather short

and elegant and has the flavour of the proof in [23], though we don't use here the Gelfand

theorem and the speetral theory of isometrie groups. Instead, we use the classieal Wiener

General Tauberian Theorem.

Of independent interest are analogous results for single operators, whieh we formulate

in the last seetion. The proofs are easy modifieations, with eorresponding simplifieations,

of the proofs for Co-semigroups.

Throughout this paper {T(t)}t~O is a one-parameter semigroup in a Banach spaee

X, with a generator A. The domain of A is denoted by V(A), while the speetrum,

point speetrum, approximate point speetrum and the resolvent set of A will be denoted

by a(A), Pa(A), Aa(A) and p(A), respeetively. Further, C(R, X) (BUC(R, X),

Co(R, X)) is the Banach spaee of eontinuous bounded funetions (respeetively, uniformly
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continuous bounded functions, continuous functions vanishing at infinity) from R to the

Banach space X.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. This work is supported by the Inoue Foundation for Science

(Japan) and the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik (FRG), to which I express my deep

gratitude. I am also thankful to the referee for his useful remarks.

2. Bounded complete trajectories.

In this section we prove that under some general conditions there exist bounded complete

trajectories; moreover, we present some constructive method of finding them.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let {T(t)}t~O be a Co-semigroup of isometries in X witb generator

A. Assume tbat a(A) t. ilR. Tben everyoperator T(t) is invertible (so tbat {T(t)}t~O

ean be extended to an isometrie group).

PROOF: This proposition is already implicitely contained in [18], [22], [23]. We recall the

main arguments from these papers. It is shown in [18], that if {T(t)}t~O is an isometric

semigroup, then

(2.1) IIAx - Axll 2: IReAlllxll,

for every A, ReA < 0, and every x in X. From this inequality it follows that the

half-plane C__ {A E C : ReA < O} lies in a regular component of the operator A.

The right half-plane C_ ={A E C : ReA > O} is, of course, also contained in a regular

component of A (moreover, it is in the resolvent set p(A». Since a(A) t. iR, both open

left and right half-planes are in the same regular component of A, which implies that

(2.2) {A E C : ReA < O} C p(A).

From (2.1), (2.2) and the Hille-Yosida Theorem (see e.g. [13]) it follows that the operator

(-A) is the generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup {S(t)}t~o, It is

easy to see that

d
dt {T(t)S(t)x} = T(t)AS(t)x - T(t)S(t)Ax = 0, \/x E V(A),
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so that T(t)S(t) = I, for eaeh t 2:: 0, i.e. T(t) are invertible and T(t)-l = Set). I

The following proposition represents the method of the limit i30metric 3emigroup. In

this form it appears firstly in [22], though the same idea was used in [18], [20-24].

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let {T(t)}t>o be a bounded Co-semigroup in X, with generator

A. Then there exists a Banach spaee E, a eontinuous homomorphism 1r from X to

E, with dense range, and an isometrie semigroup {V(t)}t~O in E, with generator S,

such that the following properties hold:

i) a(S) C a(A), Pa(S*) C Pa(A*);

ii) V(t) 01r = 1r 0 T(t) for eaeh t 2:: 0;

iii) II1rXIlE = limt_co IIT(t)xll for eaeh x In X.

In order to know how to find bounded eomplete trajeetories in next theorem, let us reeall

the eonstruetion of E and V(t) in Proposition 2.2. First we define a semi-norm 1 in

X by

lex) def !im II T (t)xll.
t-co

Then E is defined as eompletion of the quotient spaee X/ker(l) in the norm

,. def
1(7rx) = lex),

where 1r is the eanonieal mapping from X to X/ker(l). The operator V(t) is defined by

V(t)7rX = 7r(T(t)x) for eaeh x in X and then extended to the whole E byeontinuity.

The isometrie semigroup {V(t)}t~O is uniquely determined (up to unitary equivalenee)

and is ealled the limit i30metric 3emigroup of {T(t)}t~o.

If the Banaeh spaee X is non-reflexive, then the adjoint semigroup {T*(t)}t~O will

not be, in general, strongly eontinuous. However, the subspaee

X0 = {cp E X* : T*(t)cp is strongly eontinuous}

is a closed subspaee in X*, whieh is invariant with respeet to every T*(t). Moreover,

X0 = V(A*). The restrietion T0(t) = T*(t)IX0 defines a strongly eontinuous semigroup

in X0, whieh is ealled 3un-dual 3emigroup of {T(t)}t~o. Repeating this eonstruetion, we
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ean define the sun-dual semigroup of {T0(t)}t>o, whieh will be denoted by {T00(t)}t>o.- -
There is a natural imbedding from X into the eorresponding seeond sun-dual spaee X00.

If X = X00, then the semigroup {T(t)}t~O is said to be sun-reflexive. For these and

related faets we refer the reader to [6], [13]. Let us reeall that the semigroup {T(t)}t~O

is said to be asymptotically stable, if IIT(t)xll --+ 0 as t --+ 00 for eaeh x in X.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that {T(t)}t~O is a bounded Co-semigroup which is not asymp

totically stable. Suppose that, moreover, one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) There is an to > 0 such that T(to) has dense range;

ii) a(A) ~ iR.

Then there is a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory for the sun-dual semigroup

PROOF: Sinee {T(t)}t~O is not asymptotieally stable, the limit isometrie semigroup

{V(t)}t~O is not identically zero. Condition (i) yields that operator Veto) also has

dense range, henee it is an invertible isometry. Therefore, {V(t)}t~O ean be extended

to an isometrie group (see e.g. [19, p. 24]). If eondition (ii) holds, then by Proposition

2.2 a(S) C a(A), so that a(S) ~ ilR. By Proposition 2.1 {V(t)}t~O ean be extended

to an isometrie group. Let <p E E0 and <pet) = V0(t)<p, -00 < t < 00. We put

(f(t))(x) _ (<p( t))( 7rx) and f = f( 0). It is easy to see that f( t) is uniformly bounded.

Moreover
IIT*(t)f - fll = sup I(T*(t)f - f)(x)1 =

11 xII::; 1

sup If(T(t)x) - f(x)1 = sup 1<p(7r 0 T(t)x) - <p(7rx)1 =
IIxll~1 IIxll~1

sup 1<p(V(t)7rx) - <p(7rx)1 ~ sup I(V*(t)<p)(z) - <p(z)1 =
11 xII::; 1 11 zll E::;1

IIV*(t)<p-<pIl--+O as t--+O.

(T0(t - s)f(s))(x) = f(s)(T(t - s)x) = <p(s)(7r 0 T(t - s)x)

= <p(s)(V(t - s) 0 7rx) = (V*(t - s)<p(s))(7rx) = (<p(t))(7rx) = f(t)(x),

l.e. f(t) is a bounded complete trajectory under {T0(t)}t~o. I
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Applying Theorem ~.3 to the sun-dual semigroup, we obtain the following corollary (note

that a(A0) = a(A), see [13]).

COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that {T(t)}t~O is a bounded sun-reflexive semigroup, such

that {T0(t)}t~O is not asymptotically stable and one of the following conditions holds:

i) Thereis to > 0 such that ran(T0(to)) is densein X0;

ii) a(A) ~ iR.

.Then there exists a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory under {T(t)}t~o.

The following is a consequence of Corollary 2.4 because a semigroup in X, with bounded

generator, is sun-rcllexive iff X is reflexive, and always satisfies condition (ii).

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that X is reflexive and {T(t)}t~O is a bounded semigroup

in X with bounded generator A, such that {T*(t)}t~O is not asymptotically stable.

Then there exists a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory under {T(t)}t~o.

If X is reflexive, then every Co-semigroup in X is sun-reflexive. Moreover, condition

(i) is equivalent to

(i') There is t o > 0 such that ker(T(to)) = {O}.

Therefore, the following holds.

COROLLARY 2.6. Jf {T(t)}t~O is a bounded Co-semigroup in a reflexive Banach space,

such that T*(t) does not converge strongly to zero and one of the conditions (i') or

(ii) holds, then there exists a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory under {T(t)}t~o.

The proof in Theorem 2.3 (and thus in Corollaries 2.4 - 2.6) also gives a way of obtaining

bounded complete trajectories: for this it is enough to pick up any functional <p from

E0 and to lift each functional <p(t) = V0(t)<p, t E R, to a functional f(t) on X uSlng

the exact sequence of natural homomorphisms

X ~ XI ker(l) ~ E.

Note that the sun-refexivity condition in Corollary 2.4 is essential, as is shown by the

following example.
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EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the diffusion semigroup {T(t)}t~O in Co(R) defined by

T(t)f(u) = (47l"~)l/2l exp(-lu - vI 2 /4t)f(v)dv = J.lt * f(u),

where /-lt(u) = (47rt)-1/2exp(-lul2/4t) is the Gaussian probability density. The generator

of this semigroup is the differential operator A = d? / du 2 in Co(R), with the domain

V(A) = {f E Co(R) : f is twice differentiable and f" E Co(R)}.

It is easy to see that the semigroup {T(t)}t~O is not sun-reflexive and its sun-dual

semigroup {T0(t)}t~O is not asymptotically stable. Indeed, the dual space of Co(R) can

be identified with the space Mb(R) of all bounded (complex) Borel measures on R. Since

A is the square of the differentiation operator on Co(R), the adjoint of A is given by

(here D /-l denotes the distributional derivative of /-l). Thus, by the same reasoning as

in [9], one can show that X 0 = L1(R), T0(t) and A0 have the same form, but are

defined on the space L 1 (1R). Moreover, X 00 = BUC(R), hence the semigroup {T(t)}t~O

is not sun-reflexive. Note that the second sun-dual semigroup {T00(t)}t~O is again the

diffusion semigroup on BUC(R). Note also that a(A) ~ iR (indeed a(A) n iR = {O}).

We show that there are no complete bounded trajectories under {T(t)}t~o, In fact,

suppose that f(t, u) is a bounded complete trajectory under {T(t)}t~o, Then from

Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 (see section 3) it follows that f(t,u) is an almost periodic

function from R to Co(IR). This implies that the operator A'= d? / du 2 on Co(R) has

an eigenvalue on ilR (namely A = 0), which is impossible.

3. 'Almost periodicity .

In this section we prove that, under suitable conditions on the spectrum of the generator

A, a bounded complete trajectory is almost periodic. For this purpose we carry out a

comparative analysis of spectra of functions, trajectories and associated generators, which

may be of independent interest.
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Let x(t), -00 < t < 00, be a bounded measurable function with values in X. We

recall, that the Carleman transform of the function x(t) is defined as follows (see [5],

[14])
_ { Jo

oo
e->.tx(t)dt, ReA> 0,

X(A) -
- - J~oo e->.tx(t)dt, ReA< 0,

and is a function holomorphic in C \ ilR. A point AO on iR is called regular point of

x(t) if X(A) can be continued analytically into a neighborhood of AO' The complement

in iR of the set of regular points is called (Carleman) spectrum of x(t) and is denoted

by Sp(x).

The following proposition is a vector-valued version of the Carleman Lemma on analytic

continuation (for the scalar case, see e.g. [5], [14]).

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let x(t) E LOO(R, X) and I be a (scalar) function in L1(R) such

that

(3.1)
def {OO

I*x = J_oo/(t-T)X(T)dT-O.

Suppose that the Fourier transform I is different from zero for all e from an interval

(a, b). Then the Carleman transfonTI X(A) has analytic continuation through i(a, b).

PROOF: We note, first of all, that if h(t) and I(t) are functions in L1(R) such that h

has a compact support and lee) =1= 0 foreach eE supp h, then the convolution equation

I * u = h has a solution u E L1(R) which depends continuously on land h, and

ft = h/ j. Let c > 0 be a positive number less than (b - a)/2 and AO be any point in

the interval ß e =i(a + c, b - c). Then the convolution equation

has a solution which depends continuously on AO E ß e in the norm of Ll(R), where
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From (3.1) it follows that

i: x(t)Ke(t)eAotdt = 0, V>'o E f>e.

Consequently, the Carleman transform (x· Ke)(A) has analytic continuation into ~e.

Since (x· Ke)(A) converges to X(A) as c --+ 0 uniformlyon every compact set inside C_

and C+, it is enough to show that (x· Ke)(A) is uniformly bounded in some neighborhood

of ~e.

Consider the following function

y(A) = (A - a - c)(A - b+ c)(x· Ke)(A), A E C \ iR.

It is easy to see that the following estimate holds

(3.2) - Ilxll .
II(x· K e )(A)1I ~ IReAI' VA E C \ zR.

Let Q be the square with vertices at i(a+c), i(b-c), ,(b-a)/2-c+i(b+a)/2, and 

(b - a)/2 + c + i(b + a)/2. From (3.2) it follows that IIY(A)II:::; C for each A on the

boundary of Q, thus for each A in Q by virtue of the Maximum Modulus Principlej

moreover, the constant C does not depend on c. Therefore, the family (x· Ke)(A) is

uniformly bounded in Q. •

The following proposition is in fact the theorem on equality between the Carleman

spectrum and the Beurling spectrum. For scalar functions the proof can be found in [14,

Chapter VI, Theorem 8.2].

PROPOSITION 3.2. A point Ao is in the spectrum of a function xCi) E LOO(R, X) if and

only iE, for each neighborhood U of Ao, there exists a scalar function u E L 1 (R) with

supp uc iU such that x * u =1= o.

PROOF: We show that Ao is a regular point of x if and only if there exists a neighborhood

U of Ao such that x *u == 0 for each function u E L1(R) with supp uE iU. Let AO be

a regular point of x(A), that is, x( A) has analytic continuation into a neighborhood U

of AO. Let u E L1(R) such that supp uC iU. For each c > 0 we have x * K e E L1 (1R)

and (x * Ke)liu = o. Therefore, u * x *Ke = O. This implies u * x = O.
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Conversely, assume that Ao E iR and U is a neighborhood of Ao such that u E LI(R)

with supp uc iU implies u *X= O. By Proposition 3.1, X(A) has analytic continuation

into U. I

REMARK 3.3. The proof of Proposition 3.2 also shows that if {xn}~=1 C LOO(R, X), xn -+

x as n -+ 00 (in LOO-norm), Ao E iR, and U is a neighborhood of Ao such that Xn(A)

has analytic continuation into U for each n, then x(A) also has analytic continuation

into U.

Two well-known central results of the classical harmonie analysis which will be used in

section 4 can be formulated in terms of a spectrum of a function. The first is the Wiener

General Tauberian Theorem: the translates of a function f E LI(R) span a dense subspace

of LI (IR) if its Fourier transform never vanishes. It is not hard to see (having in mind

the equivalent definition of a spectrum given by Proposition 3.2) that the following is an

equivalent formulation of this statement: a function x E LOO(R, X) has empty spectrum

only if x is identically zero.

The second result is the Primary Ideal Theorem due to V. Ditkin: a closed ideal in LI(R)

whose Fourier transforms have only one common zero necessarily contains all functions

whose Fourier transforms vanish at that point. In other words, every closed primary ideal is

maximal. In terms of a spectrum this theorem reads as follows: a function x E LOO(R, X)

whose spectrum is one point AE iR has the form x(t) = eAtxo, where Xo E x.
We note that both theorems follow from the Carleman Lemma on analytic continuation,

the estimate

IIX(A)II ::; IR~Alllxll, A f/. iR,

and a standard argument of the complex analysis involving the Phragmen-Lindelöf Theo

rem (see e.g. [14, p. 181]).

Now let {T(t)}tEIR be a bounded Co-group of linear operators in a Banach space X.

Then for each vector x in X there is a complete trajectory through x, defined by

,(x) = {x(t) = T(t)x : t E IR}. Let Mx denote the closed subspace of X spanned by

T(t)x, t E R. Clearly, Mx is invariant for each T(t), thus also for A. We have
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Sp(x) = a(AIMx)'

PROOF: We have, for each ReA > 0,

and, since (-A) is the generator of the semigroup {T(-s)}s>o, for each ReA< 0,

x('\) = _ [0 e->..tT(t)xdt = _ [00 e>"sT(-s)xds
1-00 10

= _ [>0 e-(-A)sT(-s)xds = -(-A _ (-A)IMx )-l x = (A - AIMx )-l x .

From this it follows that every point A in p(AIMx) is a regular point of X, hence

Sp(x) C a(AIMx)~ Conversely, let A be a regular point of x and U be a corresponding

neighborhood of ,\ into which x has analytic continuation. Let y E span{T(t)x : t E R}

and y(t) T(t)y. It is easy to see that y also has analytic continuation into U. By

Remark 3.3, for every y E Mx the function y has analytic continuation into U. From

this it is easy to see that the operator B in Mx defined by By = y('\) is a bounded

inverse of (A - AIMx). I

Below we denote the differentiation operator d/dt by D for simplicity of notations.

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let x(t) be a function in BUC(R, X) and Mx be a closed subspace

in BUC(R, X) spanned byall translations of x. Then Sp(x) = a(DIMx ).

PROOF: Apply Proposition 3.4 to the translation group {S(t)}tER in BUC(R, X). I

REMARK 3.6. Using the fact that isometrie groups have ~eparable ~pectrum [3], [17] (see

also [8]), one can show that, if x(t) E BUC(R, X) is a complete trajectory, then for every

compact subset ß CSp(x), such that Int(ß) is non-empty (where Int means interior

with regard to Sp(x)), there is a non-trivial complete trajectory y(t) E BUC(R, X)

under {T(t)}t~O such that Sp(y) C ß. This fact will not be used in the sequel.
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PROPOSITION 3.7. If x(t) is a uniformly continuous bounded complete trajectory under

the semigroup {T(t)}t~O, then Sp(x) C Aa(A) n iR.

PROOF: Suppose that A E Sp(x). By Proposition 3.5, A E a(DIMx ). Since DIMx

is a generator of an isometrie group, its spectrum coincides with the approximate point

spectrum, so that there exists {Yn} C Mx, IIYnl1 = 1, such that

. ~t .
hm IIS(t)Yn - e Ynlloo = 0, Vt E R.

n-+oo

Without lost of generality we can assume that all Yn are from the dense linear manifold

.spanned by translations of x, that is,

kn

Yn(s) = L ejn)xT~n)(S),
j=l J

for some ejn) E C, Tin) E Ft Thus we have

(3.3)

Since IIYnl1 = 1, there exists, for each n, areal number Sn such that

k n

11 L ejn)x(TJn) + sn)11 ~ 1 - c.
j=l

We put Zn = 2:;;:1 ejn)x(TJn) + Sn). Then IIZnl1 ~ 1 - c and, since x(t) is a complete

trajectory under T(t), we have, for each positive t, x(Tin) + Sn + t) = T(t)x(Tin) + sn).

Therefore, from (3.3) i t follows

l.e. AE Aa(A). I

Recall that a function x(t) E BUC(R, X) is said to be almo3t periodic if the family of

translations 1ix = {S(t)x : t E R} is relatively compact in BUC(R, X).
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose that x E BUC(R, X) and Sp(x) is countable. Then x lS

almost periodic, provided one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) X does not contain co;

ii) The set {x(t): -00 < t < oo} is weakly relative1y compact in X.

This is the veetor-valued version of the well known Loomis' Theorem ( see [15], [16]).

Here "X does not eontain co" means that there is no subspaee of X, whieh is isomorphie

to co, the Banaeh spaee of (numerieal) sequenees whieh eonverge to zero. For example,

reflexive or weakly eomplete Banaeh spaees do not eontain co.

THEOREM 3.9. Let T be a Co-semigroup with generator A such that Au(A) n iR is

countable and pu(A)niR is empty. Then there exists no non-trivial uniformly continuous

weakly compact complete trajectory. JE, in addition, X does not contain co, then there

is no non-trivial uniformly continuous bounded complete trajectory.

PROOF: Indeed, if x(t) is a non-trivial uniformly eontinuous bounded eomplete trajeetory,

then from Proposition 3.7 it follows that Sp(x) is eountable. Thus, by Proposition 3.8,

x(t) is an almost periodie funetion. Consider the subspaee Mx in BUC(R, X), whieh is

spanned by translations {S( r)x} TER. It is easy to see that the restrietion of {S( r)} TER

onto Mx is an almost periodie group. Therefore, there exists a funetion y(t) in Mx

and areal number..x, sueh that S(r)y(t) = eiATy(t), \Ir, t E R, (see e.g. [4]). As

indieated in the proof of Proposition 3.6, y(t) is a eomplete trajeetory under {T(t)}t~o.

Consequently, we have

(T(r)y)(t) = y(t + r) = (S(r)y)(t) = eiATy(t), \Ir ~ 0, t E R.

This implies that ..x E Pu(A), whieh is a eontradietion. I

In [15] it was proved, that if u(A) n iR is eountable and {X(t)}tER is a uniformly

eontinuous bounded eomplete trajeetory, then x(t) is almost periodie, provided that

eondition (i) or (ii) in Theorem 3.10 holds. Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 give an alternative

proof of the following slightly improved version of this result.
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THEOREM 3.10. Let {T(t)}t~O be a Co-semigroup with generator A, such that Aa(A)n

iR is countable. Then every uniformly continuous bounded complete trajectory {X(t)}tER

is almost periodic, provided one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) X does not contain co;

ii) The set {x(t): t E R} is weakly relatively compact in X.

4. Asymptotic stability.

COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that {T(t)}t~O is a bounded Co-semigroup with generator A.

Assume that:

i) a(A) n iR. is countable;

ii) Pa(A*) n iR is empty.

Then the semigroup {T(t)}t~O is asymptotically stable.

PROOF: Assume, on contrary, that {T(t)}t~O is not asymptotically stable. By Theorem

2.3, there is a non-trivial complete trajectory f(t) E BUC(R, X0). By Proposition 3.7,

Sp(f) c a(A0 ) n ilR, so that Sp(f) also is countable. By the Wiener General Tauberian

Theorem, Sp(f) is non-empty, so that a(DIMr ) also is non-empty, by Proposition 3.5.

Let AO be an isolated point in a(DI Mr) and P be the corresponding Riesz projection

In M r . It is not hard to see that every function g(t) in ran(P) C BUC(R, X0) is a

complete trajectory under {T0(t)}t~0 with a single spectrum at AO E iR. Therefore,

g(t) = e>..otgo for some go E X*, i.e. T*(t)go = e>"ot go , Vt ~ 0, or A*go = Aogo, which

is a contradiction. I

We remark that Theorem 2.3 itself can be also reformulated as a criterion of asymptotic

stability.

COROLLARY 4.2.. Let {T(t)}t>o be a bounded Co-semigroup. Assume, that the sun

dual semigroup {T0(t)}t~0 has no non-trivial bounded complete trajectory. Assume,

moreover, that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) .There is to > 0 such that T(to) has dense range;

ii) a(A) ~ iR.
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Then the semigroup {T(t)h~o is asymptotically stable.

In particular, if the semigroup {T(t)}t~O has bounded generator and the adjoint

semigroup does not have a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory, then {T(t)}t~O is

asymptotically stable.

5. Discrete case.

The results of sections 2-4 remain true for discrete semigroup {Tn}nEZ+, where Z+ =

{n E Z : n ~ O}. Since the proofs are obvious modifications of the proofs for the case

of Co-semigroups, we restrict ourselves to formulations of the results. Let T be a linear

bounded operator in a Banach space X. A two-sided sequence x ={Xn}nEZ is called

a complete trajectory under T if Xn+k = T k X n for every n E land every k E 1+.

The operator T is said to be power-bounded, if sUPnEZ+ IITnl1 < 00. If IITnx11 ~ 0 as

n ~ 00 for all x in X, then we say that T i3 0/ cla33 Co . . Below we denote by r the

set {A E C : IAI = I}.

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that T is a power-bounded operator in a Banach space X, such

that T f/:. Co . . Suppose, moreover, that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

i) ran(T) is dense in X;

ii) a(T) ~ r.

Then there exists a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory for the adjoint operator T*.

Note that for discrete semigroups (as weIl as for uniformly continuous one-parameter

semigroups) the sun-dual semigroup coincides with the usual dual semigroup. Conse

quently, such semigroups are sun-reflexive iff X is reflexive.

COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose that X is reflexive and T is a power-bounded operator in

X such that T* f/:. Co. and one of the following conditions holds:

i) ker(T) = {O};

ii) a(T) ~ r.
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Tben tbere exists a non-trivial bounded complete trajectory under T.

Let x ={Xn}nEZ be a bounded two-sided sequence in X. The Carleman transform

x(z) of x is a function analytic on C \ r defined by

{
""00 n-l_ L ..m=l xnz ,

x(z) -- ",,0 n-l- w-oo xnz ,

IZI< 1

Izi > 1

A point z on r is called regular point of x, if x(z) can be continued analytically into a

neighborhood of z. The complement in r of the set of regular points is called spectrum

of x and denoted by Sp(x).

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let T be a linear operator in X and x ={Xn}nEZ be a bounded

complete trajectory under T. Tben Sp(x) C Aa(T) n r.

THEOREM 5.4. Suppose tbat Aa(T) n r is countable and Pa(T) n r is empty. Tben

tbere is no non-trivial weakly compact trajectory under T. JE, in addition, X does not

contain Co, tben tbere is no non-trivial bounded complete trajectory under T.

A two-sided sequence x ={Xn}nEZ is said to be almost periodic if the sequence of shifts

Xk ={Xk+n}nEZ, k E 1, is relatively compact in [OO(X), the Banach space of bounded

two-sided sequences with values in X. Equivalently, x = {Xn}nEZ is almost periodic if

and only if, for every c > 0, there exists a natural number ke , such that, every interval

(m, m + ke ), m E 1, contains a c-almost-period N, i.e. Ilxn+N - xnll < c for each

nE 1.

THEOREM 5.5. Assume tbat Aa(T) n r is countable. Tben every bounded complete

trajectory x = {Xn}nEl under T is almost periodic, provided one of tbe following

conditions is satisned:

i) X does not contain Co;

ii) {Xn}nEZ is weakly relatively compact.
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